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This new edition has been expanded to include two full-length PCAT practice tests, with both
answers and explanations. Review chapters and additional practice questions cover the three main
PCAT test subjects: college-level biology, inorganic and organic chemistry, and quantitative ability.
Other helpful and informative features include an overview of the pharmacy training process, a
directory of pharmacy colleges in the United States, and a summary of their admission
requirements.
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I bought this book, along with every other PCAT book I could find. I studied and studied all of them
up until test day. When I took the exam (10/99), the only book whose questions were similar to the
actual test was this one. The other books are WAY too in-depth. Overkill might be a good thing on
other exam preps, but here, over-studying could lead to burn-out, and failure to miss the big picture.
Granted, I'm a graduate student in Pharmacology, but this book is the best prep I read. Pick up this
book and the HighYield series in Biology and General Chemistry. Forget the rest.

I am writing this review on March 15,2003. I have just taken the PCAT 7 hours ago for the first time.
This book will help you famaliarize yourself with the PCAT test format. The verbal reasoning,

chemistry and biology sections are the best for getting you prepared for what will be on the PCAT in
those sections. However, the Quantitative and Reading Comprehension on the PCAT is much more
difficult that what is in the Barron's book so watch out! The main word of warning is this- the time
alloted in the Barron's book for taking their practice tests is a lot more than what is on the actual
PCAT. Example- on the PCAT that I just took, we only had 30 minutes to do the Quantitative. You
will have 45 minutes on the actual PCAT when doing the Reading Comprehension section if I can
remember correctly. Don't let that fool you. That is not a lot of time to do that section. You must
keep moving. Watch your time closely when doing the Chemistry, Quatitative and Reading
Comprehension sections and use the times that you will do on the actual PCAT, not what the
Barron's book gives you or you will find yourself in turmoil when you take the exam. Just food for
thought! Good Luck!

I felt that the questions were an excellent representation of the types and wording of the questions
on the PCAT. The most helpful was the outlines of each section, there were questions over every
topic. The time this book gives you for each section is a little inflated over what the real time limits of
the PCAT test is. Overall a great source of information.

I took the 10/23 test and just got my score. The PCAT is verydifficult. This book is way too easy but
the sample testsare useful in that you can use them to help you increaseyour speed in taking the
test. That's the key. The PCATis focused on speed and how you apply common sense that
youalready have. Many questions can be answered based on broadknowledge you have together
with common sense to get to thecorrect answer. You have to learn the techniques of of
takingstandard tests: time mgmt, elimination, focus. But the otherside of it is to put in enough self
study time to feel confidentabout the subjects so that you don't worry about that aspect whenyou
take the test. In summary, get these study books from thelibrary and buy the one you feel is good.
But copy the sampletests to practice your speed. If you realy really want to getinto pharmacy school
and get a good PCAT score, start your prepwork 6 month prior to the test. Look outside of PCAT to
study.Study the MCAT test and MAT tests, learn the new vocabs.I'm didn't get perfect score, but I
think doing all the abovedefinitly help me get my 94 on the test.

Was this book helpful to me..? Indeed it was in the fact that it gave me a great idea about what the
real PCAT looks like. The reading and biology section were the most helpful and closest to the real
thing. However, the chemistry was way off and was not even close. Some of the math problems

were the same and the math section is a must for any one wanting to take the PCAT. A helpful book
but do not but all your weight on this book and the Chemistry section is misleading big time.

This book provided the minimal amount of information for the PCAT. In particular, the math review
section and practice test sections had very simple math compared to the actual PCAT. Also, a few
questions in the practice tests were repeated later in the same test. There is no all inclusive review
either, only an outline of what is needed. I found this book helpful, but only to the point to get a
general idea of the test layout, not of the actual test material. If there is another option, I would use it
next time. If Kaplan makes a book, use theirs.

Now, the PCAT as I see it, is basically a useless test which I hope will someday die a horrible,
horrible death. In the meantime, I think this book really helped with getting to know the overall
format. I do have to agree with a previous reviewer; the reading comprehension wasn't nearly as
hard as the actual test. However, everything was relatively similar. Heck, I even found a question
very similar to one in the guide on the test. I highly suggest buying this book. It really prepares you
pretty well.

I've just finished taking the Jan 24th, 2004 pcat. This book is the closest you'll ever find, at least at
the moment, to the actual pcat. The biology practice questions in this book are quite similar to the
ones you'll encounter on the real exam. I found the verbal and bio sections on the exam quite easy,
probably owing to the fact that I did all the practice tests in this book. The reading section on the real
exam was alright(too many "what is not true", "what does the author infer/mean" questions). One
piece of advice: KEEP TRACK OF YOUR TIME, especially in the math and chemistry sections! The
math section is definetely a killer. You have 45min to finish 65 questions(which means you have
less than a min for each question). I ran out of time on the chem section. There were a lot of
conversion questions..not much organic, though. There is also an experimental section on the test.
Anyway, getting to the point, this book will help you master the basic concepts tested in the bio,
chem, math, and verbal sections. For the reading part though, I suggest you get the Kaplan book. A
fourth or fifth grader can do the questions on the reading part in this book(seriously!) I have a good
feeling about this and I'm eagerly awaiting my score(they said it'll take 4-6 weeks...bummer!) I hope
this review helped a bit and I wish all you wannabe pharmacists the best of luck!
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